Agenda:
+ Creativity Deck + Journal
+ Check In:
  + Fusions
  + Social Play?
  + Any Reflections from last session activities?
+ Word Play
+ Playing W/Nature

Methods for engaging curiosity + play + experiment with nature:
+ Writing Songs + Poetry with/for/about nature
  + **Experiment:** Look outside or go outside for 5 minutes and write a haiku about the first plant or creature you connect with. Haiku = (5/7/5 syllables)
+ Botanical Dyeing
  + w/soil, flowers, coffee, black beans
+ Making Clothing + Jewelry out of foraged materials
  + Bones
  + Pine Cones
  + Pine Needles
+ Put Flowers in Your Hair
+ **Making Paper w/ Leaves**
+ Natural Makeup
  + Elderberries, Blackberries, Beets, Pomegranate, Charcoal, Cocoa Powder
+ Mirroring Plants + Animals + Fungi
  + Mimicking Sounds + Expressions
  + Imagining you are the plant or animal - moving in that way
+ Playing with Textures of Plants + Trees
+ Making Nature Videos + Taking Pictures
+ Cooking! How can cooking be more playful?

**Reflection + Experiment:** What animal do you want to embody in this upcoming week? What do you imagine that will look like for you?

**Word Play:**
+ What are some of your favorite words + why do you love them so much?
+ Playing with synonyms: Identify a word and then try to come up with as many other ways of expressing that same word as you can.
+ Bananagrams
+ Using Post-its + Displays to Play with words on your walls